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Introduction
Nature of the project (WHAT)
The VRF is a solution to multiple systemic problems with retirement in Australia. VRF is a facility
by which volunteers, organisations and businesses can cooperate for mutual benefit. Volunteers
will receive reward credits for their volunteer efforts from VRF, which can be chased in for actual
goods and services provided. Rewards will be provided by businesses who wish to raise their
social profile or donate to charitable causes.
Significance and Motivation (WHY)
There are multiple motivations for this project.
Primarily is the need for retirees to be conceptualised as active participants in the world, in a real,
value creating way. They value they create through volunteering should be confirmed with some
return of that value, which would aid their lifestyle.
Secondarily there is the need for active volunteerism. Social non-profits and other
organisations short on funding appreciate extra help. They are not always able to fund the help
they need so having external funding to encourage volunteering will benefit them, which will in
turn benefit the rest of us by increasing quality of life for Australians overall.
Thirdly businesses and organisations may seek to contribute to charities for social and or tax
reasons. They will benefit from advertising their contributions. Supporting retirees and charities
is an excellent way for businesses to contribute socially.

Background and Context
There have been no attempts to solve the exact problem that I have been able to uncover.
These findings have informed how I have developed the concept for VRF. I will summarise the
research in the headings and provide some background information from the source below each
heading.
(In my previous submission I cover some of the existing organisations that link potential
volunteers to organisations.)
Can volunteers be paid?
The Australian Tax Office states that “Volunteers can be paid in cash, given non-cash benefits or
given a combination of both cash and non-cash benefits.1”
They go on to state a collection of conditions that state whether or not those benefits would be
assessable, and so far it isn’t clear whether a VRF similar scheme would provide taxable income,
even considering the non-monetary nature of the payments.
Hourly pay paradigm negatively affects attitude on volunteering.
“Recent research shows that hourly payment affects decisions about time use in ways that
disfavor uncompensated activities such as volunteering.2”
Older volunteers stay longer with a “stipend.”
“This paper reports a United States study of the factors that influence the turnover of older adult
volunteers.” … “The findings suggest that organisations with volunteer programmes can promote
older adults' long-term engagement as volunteers by providing on-going support and stipends.3 “
The needs of older volunteers need to be accounted for better.
“Results suggest that governments and organizations need to consider many issues if more
seniors are to be attracted to volunteering. Ensuring appropriate incentives to encourage
volunteering was viewed as particularly important, with incentives including the need for more
training, more flexible and diverse options, and more opportunities for intergenerational
volunteering.4 “

1 Paying Volunteers, Australian Tax Office, accessed 21/8/2016 via https://www.ato.gov.au/Non-profit/your-workers/

volunteers/paying-volunteers/

2 “Economic evaluation: The effect of money and economics on attitudes about volunteering”, J.

Volume 30, Issue 3, June 2009, Pages 500–508

3 “Why do older adult volunteers stop volunteering?”, Tang et. al., 2010, Ageing and Society, Issue 5, pp.859-878.
4 “Volunteering as a Productive Aging Activity: Incentives and Barriers to Volunteering by Australian Seniors”, Warburton, j.,

2007, Journal of Applied Gerontology, 08/2007, Volume 26, Issue 4,

Methods Used
In addition to the academic findings above, this concept was prepared very much with design
based research, including heuristic evaluation from conversations with senior acquaintances.
As the context I can draw from is limited (no one has attempted to solve the exact problem as far
as I can tell), design-based research is more suitable, lending itself to innovation more than
iteration.
After having built a prototype I have asked for feedback using a feedback form. The following
questions were asked…
1. What do you think this app is for?
2. Are you confident using this app?
3. How do you think VRF might impact your life?
These are basically all I care about, so instead of asking more questions, I asked people to take
their time with these ones. Before using the app I gave each individual a quick verbal intro to VRF.
The first individual (Angie Oakley, retired English teacher) was quite excited by the overall concept
of VRF, but found the app interface confusing. I blame inVISION with its weird capital letters.
Moving on.
The second individual (Bob Oakley, retired maths and physics teacher) said he wasn’t keen on
volunteering and would rather play golf. However when mentioning that there might be
opportunities to tutor at the golf club, or other golf connected charities, he said he would
definitely be interested. In this context, he paid keen attention to the app and said he understood
what was happening with it. He said that if VRF provided volunteering opportunities around his
area of interest, it would likely have a large positive impact on his life (especially as his daughter
and grandson were overseas and credits towards travel would be appreciated.
The third individual was my own Grandmother who already volunteers with such organisations as
Toastmasters and as a Justice of the Peace. She said she was unlikely to make use of VRF as her
capacity for volunteering was already at max. I figured this was acceptable as she was not really
the precise target user for VRF (who would be on the fence about volunteering).

Concept Development
A few different types of users will exist for VRF, for example:

- volunteers
- charities accepting volunteers
- Financial contributors
So I started by deciding that for this assignment I’d focus on how retirees would use the app.
The natural place to start was onboarding - right after someone has receive a recommendation
or link.
I’ve focussed on the iPhone, although I imagine a similar process on other devices and desktop. I
also envision that retirees would be able to get onboard over the phone in the case of
accessibility issues (I have tried to discourage this in the microcopy though).
My first concept was made in procreate on iPad, which I use as a sketching and note taking tool. I
forgot to include an account creation process, which you will find in the final prototype attached
to this document.
Here’s a short high speed video of the connecting being done (youtube link), showing some
changes on the fly…
Basically, for the app to match volunteers with appropriate roles, collecting some basic
information and preferences is necessary.
The invasion prototype followed this fairly faithfully, with flow tweaks discovered in user testing. I
become aware that retirees would likely need a simpler experience. In the near future, bandwidth
will likely not be as limited as now, and richer assistance should be incorporated.
I wanted to prototype three experiences using the app:

- onboarding
- finding a role
- transferring credit (including linking Woolworth’s rewards points or Quantas)
Overkill?
As mentioned the an early prototype presentation, I went into some fine detail in onboarding
flow. In hindsight, this was necessary. In order for testers to fully examine the preferences, they
need to be ready prepared. I found that testers accepted the account creation screens and the
false input method, and this readied them for the preferences screen.

Colour, Style and Accessibility
With the prototyping tools I have at my disposal, real accessibility isn’t really an option, where for
obvious reasons, in a production version of this prototype, it would be an absolute necessity.
Attention has however been paid to whatever accessibility can be afforded with the limited tools
available, especially when it comes to

- flow and interaction complexity
- screen complexity
- readability and general visual comprehension
Here’s an example of the improvements I made in these areas (following page). Let’s look at the
progression in style for this one screen. The first example is my personal preference for colour fun and vibrant. However it was pointed out that this may be prohibitive for many users. I worked
on toning it down. I also realised that thin fonts have less visibility, and so sacrificed that sleek
modern look for readability. I also aimed for greater general contrast. I sacrificed some contrast
by introducing a background colour, which was necessary to help some items with a clear
background stand out.

Why Green
For the sake of usability, I was adamant that all interactive elements be designated so with colour.
The requirements for this would be:

- high contrast / visibility
- not a light, medical blue (retirees must get tired of seeing this and experience some
-

associative loading)
not red (… blooood)
prefer an active, positive colour.

Really it was a toss up between a green and an orange. A high visibility orange is quite muted almost a brown - so I decided the green had more visibility. A navy blue, or strong sky blue might
have been an option as well, however these communicate more formality (navy) and less activity
(sky).
Green has a recreational feeling - which suits the theme of volunteering. It symbolises the
outdoors and nature, encouraging users to get outside and hence active. It also symbolises
growing, which will suit and encourage educational volunteering.
While almost an afterthought, the simple colour scheme will make it easier to maintain brand
integrity.

Why Flat
The reason for keeping things flat is also similar - easier to maintain and produce on the fly. I did
make symbols for most of the repeated elements, so nothing would have been very difficult to
change (as above, the change from gradient to flat for the radial borders).

Prototype Development
Affinity Designer, which is like a mashup of Illustrator, Photoshop and Sketch (more towards
Illustrator than the others) is my chosen graphical tool when off the iPad, with great artboard,
symbol and vector facilities.
I worked in Affinity tweaking as I went.
inVISION is my prototyping tool of choice although the interaction animation options are a bit
limited and I’ll revise this choice when I get around to it. In testing, users mostly need an
explanation on how to use the prototype, which would limit the other insights from testing.
I loaded screens into inVISION in order to get a feel for usability, tweaking in Affinity and reimporting to inVISION as I went.
I have tried to overcome inVIOSIONs lack of animations with plenty of in-between states in my
screens.

